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A new road estimation based suspension hybrid control strategy is proposed. Its aim is to adaptively change control gains to improve
both ride comfort and road handling with the constraint of rattle space. To achieve this, analytical expressions for ride comfort, road
handling, and rattle space with respect to road input are derived based on the hybrid control, and the problem is transformed into a
MOOP (Multiobjective Optimization Problem) and has been solved by NSGA-II (Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II).
A new road estimation and classi	cation method, which is based on ANFIS (Adaptive Neurofuzzy Inference System) and wavelet
transforms, is then presented as a means of detecting the road pro	le level, and a Kalman 	lter is designed for observing unknown
states. �e results of simulations conducted with random road excitation show that the e
ciency of the proposed control strategy
compares favourably to that of a passive system.

1. Introduction

�e increasing demands of the market have led to the
emergence of di�erent types of vehicle suspension systems.
In terms of energy consumption, vehicle suspension can
be divided into three types: passive suspension, semiactive
suspension, and active suspension. Passive suspension is
the most popular form, and through careful selection of
spring and damper coe
cients, a compromise solution is
derived for ride comfort and road handling. Due to the
con�icting of these two criterions, the optimal performance
of a passive suspension system can only be achieved in a
certain frequency range [1, 2]. Active suspension system
has thus emerged to overcome this disadvantage, showing
improved performance across a wider frequency range [3–
5]. �e defects of active suspension system, however, such
as inherent stability problems, high energy costs, and extra
power source requirements, restrict its application in com-
mercial vehicles [6]. Semiactive suspension system has hence
been created to address this, o�ering a compromise between
performance and cost [7, 8]. Semiactive suspension system
typically equips a controllable damper with an extra energy
input of only few Watts, and their control bandwidth is even

higher than that of active suspension systems [6]. Semiactive
suspension system can be further divided into two parts;
the 	rst is adaptive semiactive suspension system, which
can slowly change damping coe
cient according to road
conditions, and has been applied in new Audi A6 Allroad
Quattro. As for the second one, the semiactive suspension
system, it can rapidly change damping coe
cient according
to states feedback. Since the 	rst semiactive suspension
control strategy, skyhook control, which was proposed in
the 1970s, a large number of innovative control strategies
have been proposed to improve the criterions mentioned
above. Prominent examples of such strategies include the
groundhook [9, 10], robust control [11], and MPC (Model
Predictive Control) [12, 13]. To evaluate the performance of
a vehicle suspension system, three criterions are widely used
[6, 14–17].

(1) Ride comfort. To isolate the vehicle body and pas-
sengers from road disturbances, the performance in
terms of two frequency ranges needs to be improved:
the natural frequency for the vehicle body (1–1.5Hz),
and the frequency range to which humans are sensi-
tive (4–8Hz) [18]. To simplify the calculation process,
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the acceleration of the sprung mass is typically used
as the metric upon which comparison is based [1, 4,
7, 15–17, 19].

(2) Road handling. �is criterion measures the ability
of a suspension system to maintain contact with the
road surface [6]. Generally speaking, tyre force or tyre
de�ection is normally chosen for use as a comparison
metric [1, 15]. In order to obtain better acceleration,
braking and steering ability when driving in worse
road conditions, the tyre force, or de�ection should
be small.

(3) Rattle space (working space). �e rattle space repre-
sents the distance between the sprung and unsprung
mass. �is is a constraint for the suspension system,
and under the assumption that the road input is
a Gaussian distribution process [20] and the whole
system is linear, the variance of rattle space should be
designed not to exceed ±1/3 of the constraint value.
�is will ensure that the rattle space remains within
the constraint range 99.7% of the time [3, 4].

To combine the merits of both skyhook and groundhook
suspension systems for ride comfort and road handling,
respectively, the hybrid control is proposed [19, 21, 22]. �e
hybrid control is a typical semiactive suspension control
strategy since it can rapidly adjust damping coe
cient
according to system states feedback. By adjusting the weight-
ing of hybrid control rule, operators can change the sus-
pension’s operating characteristics from being ride comfort
oriented to being road handling oriented, to suit whatever
suspension performance they most desire at that time.

For the suspension hybrid control that have been
explored in the literatures, little focus has been given to the
choice of damping coe
cients for hybrid control systems and
how to cooperate this strategy with varying road condition.
To address this, a road estimation based semiactive suspen-
sion hybrid control strategy is proposed in this paper. �e
main contributions and innovations of this paper are as fol-
lows. Firstly, the analytical expressions for three performance
criterions with respect to road excitation are derived, and the
choice of damping coe
cients is transformed into a MOOP
(Multiobjective Optimization Problem), which is solved by
NSGA-II (Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II) [23,
24]. Secondly, the cooperation between hybrid control and
road estimation is built. A new road classi	cation method
based on ANFIS (Adaptive Neurofuzzy Inference System)
and wavelet transform is presented for estimating the road
pro	le level [25], so that the damping coe
cients can adap-
tively vary according to road condition and the according
solution of MOOP.

�is paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 brie�y intro-
duces the road model and its generation in the time domain;
Section 3 presents the quarter vehicle model and the control
strategy; Section 4 illustrates the calculation of damping
coe
cients with NSGA-II; Section 5 discusses road pro	le
estimation and classi	cation; Section 6 describes the design
of observer; Section 7 contains numerical simulations for
di�erent road levels; and a conclusion is drawn at last.

2. Road Model

�e distance between the road surface and the base plate
is typically de	ned as a function of road irregularities.
O�en, the road pro	le is assumed to be a homogeneous
and isotropic Gaussian random process, and its statistical
characteristics can be described by Power Spectral Density
(PSD) [20]. According to ISO 8601 [26], the PSD of road
roughness can be de	ned as

�� (�) = �� (�0) ( �
�0)
−� , (1)

where � is spatial frequency in m−1 and �0 is reference spatial
frequency with value of 0.1m−1. ��(�0) is the PSD value in

the reference spatial frequency in m3, and increasing values
of ��(�0) are assigned for di�erent road levels ranging from
A (very good) to H (very poor). � is termed waviness
and re�ects the approximate frequency structure of the road
pro	le, commonly taken as � = 2. During the application
process, some researchers have however noted two problems
with (1):

(1) When the spatial frequency approximates zero, the
PSD of the road pro	le will approach in	nity [20, 27].

(2) According to actual roadmeasurements, the PSD cal-
culated by (1) will always overestimate the amplitude
of the road in the low frequency sections [4, 20].

Because of this, another formulation for calculating road
pro	le PSD has been suggested by [17, 28] and is used here,
as shown in the following:

�� (�) = 	
2
� (	2 + �2) , (2)

where 	 is the road characteristic parameter in m−1 and
 is the road variance in m. �e values of both 	 and 

are presented in Table 1 [29]. It should be noted that the
values in Table 1 have been carefully validated according to
the standard road level de	ned by the ISO. �e road pro	le
in the time domain can be modelled as a 	rst order linear
process by [2, 16, 28]

̇ (�) = − 	V (�) +� (�) , (3)

where (�) is road unevenness inm, V is the vehicle velocity in
km/h, and�(�) is a white noise series with covariance shown
as follows:

cov [� (�)] = � [� (�) � (� + �)] = 2
2�V� (�) , (4)

where �(⋅) is the Dirac delta function.
3. Quarter Vehicle Model

In this section, the hybrid control strategy and corresponding
quarter vehicle model are created, and analytical expressions
for sprung mass acceleration, tyre force, and rattle space with
respect to road excitation are derived.
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Table 1: Values of road model parameters.

Road level 	/m−1 
/m
A 0.111 0.0377

B 0.111 0.0754

C 0.111 0.151

D 0.111 0.302

E 0.111 0.603

F 0.111 1.206

G 0.111 2.413

H 0.111 4.825

3.1. Hybrid Control

3.1.1. Skyhook Control. �e purpose of skyhook control is to
isolate the sprung mass from external vibration. In this case,
a virtual damper is installed between the sprung mass and
inertial inference. For practical implementation, however,
an equivalent damper is designed between the sprung and
unsprung mass. In order to mimic the behaviour of ideal
skyhook damping, the following control rules are needed to
be satis	ed [7]:

�sky = {{{
�sky (�̇�) , if (�̇� − �̇�) ⋅ �̇� ≥ 0

�min (�̇� − �̇�) , if (�̇� − �̇�) ⋅ �̇� < 0. (5)

3.1.2. Groundhook Control. To improve road handling, a
groundhook control may be utilised [9]. Similar to the
skyhook control, a virtual damper is placed between the
unsprung mass and inertial interference. �e control algo-
rithm can be expressed as [30, 31]

�grd = {{{
�grd (�̇�) , if − (�̇� − �̇�) ⋅ �̇� ≥ 0

�min (�̇� − �̇�) , if − (�̇� − �̇�) ⋅ �̇� < 0. (6)

3.1.3. Hybrid Control. In order to combine the advantages
of the above two strategies, the concept of hybrid control is
proposed. Hybrid control can be described as a linear com-
bination of both skyhook and groundhook control strategies.
A typical expression of hybrid control is [19, 21, 22]

�� = ��sky − (1− �) �grd, (7)

where � ∈ [0, 1] is the weight factor for the hybrid control.
�e value of � can be adjusted subjectively by operator to
decide which part is more important during driving process.
A value of � = 0.2, for example, can be used if the operator
desires to achieve better road handling performance at the
expense of ride comfort.

For individual skyhook and groundhook control, the
problem of how to choose the damping coe
cients is well-
studied in previous research [1, 32, 33]. For hybrid control,
however, the matter becomes more complicated since the
choice of damping coe
cients for each individual control
strategy will a�ect the other, and to the authors’ best knowl-
edge, little research has been done to the choice of damping

coe
cients for hybrid control. �is paper hence proposes a
new method for solving the problem: deriving the analytical
expressions for di�erent criterions and calculating the damp-
ing coe
cients for both the skyhook and the groundhook
control with MOOP.

3.2. System Model and Response to Road Excitation. �e
structure of an ideal hybrid control model is shown in
Figure 1(a).

Since the structure in Figure 1(a) cannot be realised from
a practical viewpoint, an equivalent alternative model is
shown in Figure 1(b), where �� represents the controllable
damping force. As the purpose of this paper is to calculate the
damping coe
cients for di�erent road levels, �� is expressed
as:

�� = �sky ⋅ �̇� − �grd ⋅ �̇�. (8)

Due to the limitations of actual dampers, that is, the
limited output force, a constraint rule is applied here:

�output

� =
{{{{{{{{{

�max
� , if �� > �max

�

��, if �max
� > �� > �min

�

�min
� , if �min

� > ��.
(9)

�e dynamic equations of themodel shown in Figure 1(b)
are hence given by:

���̈� + !� (�� −��) + �� = 0,
���̈� + !� (�� −��) + !� (�� −�	) + �� (�̇� − �̇	)

− �� = 0.
(10)

Taking Laplace transforms for (10), transfer functions for
the acceleration of sprung mass, displacement of unsprung
mass, tyre force, and rattle space with respect to road input
can be expressed as follows:

"(#) ̈��∼�� = $� (#)$	 (#) = �grd��#4 + (�grd!� + ��!�) #3 + !�!�#2
' ,

" (#)��∼��
= $� (#)$	 (#)
= ����#3 + (��!� + �sky��) #2 + (�sky!� + ��!�) # + !�!�

' ,
" (#)�∼�� = !� ($� (#)$	 (#) − 1) = !�*' ,
" (#)(��−��)∼��
= $� (#)$	 (#)
= −����#3 + (�grd�� − ��!� − �sky��) #2 + (�grd!� − �sky!�) #

' ,

(11)
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Figure 1: Ideal and equivalent models. (a) Ideal hybrid suspension system, (b) equivalent hybrid suspension system.

where

' = ����#4 + (�grd�� + �sky�� + ����) #3
+ (��!� +��!� +��!� + �sky��) #2
+ (�sky!� + ��!�) # + !�!�,

* = −����#4 − (�grd�� + �sky��) #3
− (��!� +��!�) #2.

(12)

For a stationary and ergodic stochastic process, the
variance of a random variable can be described as [34]

-2
� = 1

2� ∫∞
−∞

2� (3) 43. (13)

�e Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the output can be
computed as

2� (3) = 55555" (63)�∼�� 555552 2�� (63) , (14)

where 7 = 1, 2, 3, 4 represent the four translation functions
shown in (11).

Previous research has shown that if 2�(3) can be

expressed as (15), then an analytical solution for-2
� exists [35]:

2� (3) = 8�−1 (63)8�−1 (−63)*� (63)*� (−63) , (15)

where*� is a polynomial of degree ! and8�−1 is a polynomial
of degree ! − 1.*� and8�−1 can be expressed as

*� (63) = 4� (63)� +4�−1 (63)�−1 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 40,
8�−1 (63) = ��−1 (63)�−1 + ��−2 (63)�−2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + �0.

(16)

In order to express 2�(3) in the form of (15), according to
(2), the PSD of the road input and translation functions can
be expressed as

�� (9) = �V
2
� [(�V)2 + 92] ,

?→ 2�� (63) = �V
2
�

1

(�V + 63)
1

(�V − 63) .
(17)

�e transformation function of (11) can also be expressed
as 55555" (63)�∼�� 555552 = " (63)�∼�� "(−63)�∼�� . (18)

For this problem, the value of ! can be easily calculated:! = 5.�e analytical solution of -2
� can hence be expressed as

[16]

-2

= (�24��0 + (�23 − 2�2�4) ��1 + ��0��2 + (�21 − 2�0�2) ��3 + �20��4)
240 (41��4 − 43��3 + 45��2) , (19)

where �0, . . . , �4 and 40, . . . , 45 stand for the numerator
and denominator items shown in (16) and ��0, ��0, . . . , ��4
represent the intermediate variables shown below:

��0 = �22 − 2�1�3 + 2�0�4,
��0 = 43��1 − 41��245 ,
��1 = −4043 +4142,
��2 = −4045 +4144,
��3 = 42��2 − 44��140 ,

��4 = 42��3 − 44��240 .

(20)
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In thismanner, the analytical expressions for determining
the acceleration of sprung mass, the tyre force, and the rattle
spacewith respect to road excitation are derived.Due to space
limitations, the detailed expressions cannot be represented
here. Similar deduction of the analytical expressions for
passive and skyhook control has been successfully applied by
Valášek et al. [16] and Hurmuzlu and Nwokah [17].

4. Damping Coefficients Calculation

In this section, a brief introduction ofMOOP (Multiobjective
Optimization Problems) is presented, and the calculation of
damping coe
cients for di�erent road levels is described.

Optimization problems are of great importance in engi-
neering design, decision making, and experimentation.
When an optimization problem includes more than one
objective function, it may be treated as MOOP.

Multiple di�erent methods are available for solving
MOOP, such as direct methods and gradient-based methods
[36]. �ese classical methods do however have some limita-
tions in common [24]:

(1) �e initial solutions for the objective functions deter-
mine their convergence to the optimal solutions.

(2) An algorithm derived by these methods may be
limited in certain scope and unable to be used to
e�ectively solve other types of problems.

(3) �ese classical methods can only obtain one solution
per iteration.

To better understand the MOOP, the concept of “Pareto
optimal solutions” is illustrated here. �e solutions in the
Pareto optimal solution set possess the property that there
are no other feasible solutions that can decrease one criterion
without causing an increase in any other criterions [37]. To
be speci	c, the solution obtained by classical methods within
one iteration is one solution in the Pareto optimal solution
set. Evolutionary algorithms have thus been proposed to
overcome the above limitations [24]. Genetic algorithm is
one such that algorithm starts from random initial solutions,
applying operations of selection, crossover, and mutation, to
obtain Pareto optimal solutions. �e criterion for selection
is the 	tness function, which is always set as the objective
functions.

Since the analytical expressions for ride comfort, road
handling, and rattle space have been derived, the choice of
damping coe
cients transforms into MOOP. In this paper,
the NSGA-II method is applied to solve this problem [23].
�e �ow chart of NSGA-II is shown in Figure 2.

�e NSGA-II procedure can be brie�y described as
follows:

(1) Initialise the population. �e parameters of NSGA-II
are chosen at this step, such as the number of elites
and the population size.

(2) Generate solutions. Random initial solutions are gen-
erated at this step.

Initialize
population

Generate
solutions

Non-
dominated

sorting

Calculate
crowing
distance

Tournament

selection

Crossover

mutation
Cease

Combine

o�spring
parent and

Yes

No

Output

Pareto

solution

Gen. + 1

Figure 2: Flow chart of NSGA-II.

(3) Achieve nondominated sorting. �e values of the
	tness function are calculated for each solution, and
di�erent fronts are assigned a�er comparison.

(4) Calculate crowding distance. In order to ensure the
diversity of the solution set, crowding distances must
be calculated, and solutions with higher crowding
distance must have a greater probability of being
selected.

(5) For selection, crossover, and mutation, new solutions
are generated a�er these three steps.

(6) Combine parent ando�spring.A combination of both
the parent and the o�spring generations is formed,
and the best solutions with a prede	ned population
size are chosen.

(7) Cease. When the number of generations or the varia-
tion of the 	tness function reaches a prede	ned value,
the procedure stops and Pareto optimal solutions are
generated.

�eMOOP dealt with in this paper can thus be expressed
as follows:

min 91 (�sky, �grd) = -2
̈�� ,

92 (�sky, �grd) = -2
� ,

subject to 6 ⋅ 55555-��−�� 55555 ≤ lim (�� −��) ,
500 (Ns/m) ≤ �sky ≤ 5000 (Ns/m) ,
500 (Ns/m) ≤ �grd ≤ 5000 (Ns/m) ,

(21)
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Figure 3:Objective space andPareto optimal solutions for road level
D, 40 km/h.

where -2
̈�� and -2

� stand for the variances of the sprung

mass acceleration and tyre force, respectively, as derived
in Section 3 and lim(�� − ��) represents the rattle space
constraint, the value of which is taken as 120mm in this
paper and it assumes that the bounce and rebound limit
are equal in simulation. It should be noted that 91 and 92
are functions of both road level and velocity. In order to
illustrate the properties of Pareto optimal solutions and the
choice of control gains, the MOOP shown in (21) is solved
for road level D, with a velocity of 40 km/h as an example.
�e parameters of NSGA-II are set as follows: population
size is 100, the optimal solution number in the 	rst Pareto
front is 50, and the maximum generation is 200. �e Pareto
optimal solution set and objective area are shown in Figure 3.
It can be seen that the Pareto optimal solution set, which
is represented as circles, is located at the bottom le� of the
objective area.�ese circles are believed to be equal solutions
if we do not specify the orientation of the suspension system.
�e results in Figure 3 show that the Pareto optimal solutions
are widely distributed along the Pareto optimal front, which
means that although the locations of initial solutions and
the corresponding 	nal solutions are random, the di�erence
between solutions for di�erent runs is still acceptable in terms
of the value of the objective function. For di�erent road level
and velocity, the Pareto optimal solutions can be calculated
o�-line and prestored in the controller for further application.

5. Road Estimation

According to the analysis conducted in Section 4, both91 and92 are functions of both road level and velocity. �e velocity
of a vehicle can be obtained through the CAN bus; however,
it should be noted that there might be message delays when
there is a message collision during the application of CAN

bus. Since the road estimation interval is 0.5 s, we assume
that the velocity of vehicle is constant during this interval.
�e road level must be updated continuously during driving
in order to successfully realise suspension control. In this
section, a review of road estimation techniques is presented at
	rst, and a newmethod for road estimation and classi	cation
is then introduced.

During the past fewdecades, a signi	cant number of stud-
ies have been conducted on road estimation and reproduc-
tion. Previous research can be divided into three categories:

(1) Direct measurement. �is method generally utilises
pro	lometers to measure the amplitude of the road
pro	le. It has been proven to be very precise; however,
the structure of the instruments restricts its applica-
tion in commercial vehicles [38, 39].

(2) Road estimation based on vehicle response. �is
method utilises multiple di�erent sensors, such as
acceleration sensors for sprung or unsprungmass and
LVDT for rattle space, along with a system model to
estimate the road pro	le. �is method is the most
popular and has attracted much research attention
[40–42].

(3) Noncontact measurement. �is method uses laser
(light, ultrasonic) transceivers to measure the road
pro	le in a relatively accurate manner; however,
the cost of the instruments and kinds of complex
accessory equipment limit its business application
[43].

�is paper requires the road estimation method used to
interoperate e�ectively with the suspension system control,
in order to ensure suspension system performance. �is
introduces two general requirements that must be ful	lled:

(1) Accuracy. As di�erent control gains are assigned to
di�erent road levels (the principles on which gain
choice is based are shown in the simulation section),
the estimated road level needs to be accurate; other-
wise degradation of road handling may occur during
poor road conditions, which may cause braking and
steering force reduction or even lead to the vehicle
system becoming out of control.

(2) Real time. Since the level of the road changes ran-
domly, the proposed estimationmethod is required to
be able to respond to changes in the road level without
large time lag.

Because of this, rather than utilising the conventional
methods mentioned above, a new method for road level esti-
mation is proposed involving two steps. Firstly, the amplitude
of the road pro	le is estimated according to the vehicle system
response, and then a wavelet transform is applied and the
road level is classi	ed based on the detail components (high
frequency sections) calculated by the wavelet transform.

�e basic methodology for road pro	le estimation can be
described as follows: reverse the vehicle suspension system,
and apply the system response to estimate the road pro	le in
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the time domainwith an inverseANFISmodel. To be speci	c,
according to (10), the road input can be expressed as

�	 = 9 (�̈�, ��, (�� −��) , ��) , (22)

which means that the road pro	le can be expressed as
a function of four items: acceleration of unsprung mass,
displacement of unsprung mass, rattle space, and the control
force. Once the values of these four items are obtained, we
can calculate the road pro	le with the function shown in (22).
In this paper, the function is replaced by an inverse ANFIS
model, and a�er proper training the road pro	le is calculated
according to the well-trained inverse ANFIS model. It should
be noted that it is important to ensure the completeness of
the training signal; otherwise large identi	cation errors may
appear. In this case, a white noise signal with amplitude of
0.25m and an upper cut-o� frequency of 30Hz is applied
to train the inverse ANFIS model [25]. �e structure of the
inverse ANFIS model training process is shown in Figure 4.
For more information about road pro	le estimation in the
time domain with ANFIS, readers are invited to refer to [25].

A�er the estimated road pro	le �̂	 is derived, wavelet
transform is used for �̂	 and the value of the RMS (root mean
square) of the detail components, that is, the high frequency
section of road pro	le, is applied for classi	cation. A wavelet
transform based method is utilised for the following reasons:

(1) Since the excitation energy will rise as the road
level increases, a higher level road will always be
associated with a PSD higher amplitude across the
whole frequency domain.

(2) As the slope of the road PSD is negative according to
its ISO de	nition as shown in (1), the PSD amplitude
of the lower frequency section must be much larger
than that of the high frequency section. In order to
ful	l the real-time requirementmentioned earlier, the
slowly changing components of the road, that is, the
lower frequency part, must be removed or reduced.

It should be noted that wavelet transform is not the
only possible choice for road classi	cation. Several other
methods for time-frequency domain analysis can also be
applied, such as EMD (empirical mode decomposition) or a
simple high pass 	lter. All three methods have been tested for
this problem, with the results showing that both the wavelet
transformand the EMD(1st order IMF)methods have similar

accuracy. Due to phase shi�ing and the di
culty of choosing
the upper cut-o� frequency, the high pass 	lter method
produces inaccurate results and hence is not recommended.
In the following simulation section, wavelet transform is
chosen as the classi	cation method and the wavelet base is
chosen as “db3.”

6. State Observer Design

According to the analysis in Section 5, in order to estimate the
road pro	le, it is necessary to know the value of four variables:
the acceleration of the unsprung mass, displacement of the
unsprung mass, rattle space, and control force. �e accelera-
tion of the unsprung mass can be measured directly with an
acceleration sensor, and the control force can be calculated
according to the control strategy shown in Section 3. �e
rattle space can be measured with a LVDT embedded in the
damper; however, as the sensor is not connected directly to
the sprung and unsprung mass, the di�erence between the
measured and actual values of the rattle space cannot be
ignored. As indicated in previous research, the displacement
of the unsprung mass can be calculated by a band pass 	lter
[2]. Due to the existence of theDCo�set and phase shi� of the
	lter, it is di
cult to design and apply such a 	lter in practice
[22]. A Kalman 	lter is hence designed to observe the rattle
space and displacement of the unsprung mass.

�e discrete state space model for the quarter vehicle can
be written as

��+1 = '�� +CD� +�E� +���,
F� = G�� +*D� + V�, (23)

where D is the control force, E is the road disturbance,� is the
road velocity, and V is the sensor noise.

�e system state vector is chosen as

?⇀� = [��, �̇�, ��, �̇�]� . (24)

�e system output vector is

?⇀F = [�̈�, �̈�]� . (25)

�e system matrixes are

' = �+Δ� ⋅
[[[[[[[[
[

0 1 0 0

− !��� 0
!��� 0

0 0 0 1

!��� 0 −!� + !��� − ����

]]]]]]]]
]

,

C = Δ� ⋅
[[[[[[[[
[

0

− 1

��
0

1

��

]]]]]]]]
]

,
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Figure 5: Structure of road estimation based hybrid control strategy.

� = Δ� ⋅
[[[[[[[
[

0

0

0

!���

]]]]]]]
]
,

� = Δ� ⋅
[[[[[[[
[

0

0

0

����

]]]]]]]
]
,

G = [[[
[

− !��� 0
!��� 0

!��� 0 − !��� − ����
]]]
]
,

* = [[[
[

− 1

��
1

��
]]]
]
,

(26)

where � is the identity matrix and the Δ� is the sampling
interval. �e procedure can be expressed as follows.

Step 1. Time update is as follows:

�̂−� = '�̂�−1 +CD�−1,
R−� = 'R�−1'� +S. (27)

Step 2. Measurement update is as follows:

T� = R−� G� (GR−� G� +U)−1 ,

�̂� = �̂−� +T� [F� − (G�̂−� +*D�)] ,
R� = (V −T�G)R−� ,

(28)

where U is the measurement noise covariance matrix, S is
the process noise covariance matrix, R is the estimate error
covariance matrix, T is the Kalman gain, and �̂−� and �̂� are
priori and posteriori state estimates, respectively, at step !.
Both R andT will change iteratively and ultimately converge
to a constant value.

7. Simulation Results

In this section, the system structure of the proposed control
strategy is introduced, and a road pro	le with 	ve di�erent
levels is utilised to validate the control strategy and road
estimation method. An analysis of the simulation results is
then provided.

�e block diagram for the system structure is shown in
Figure 5.

As can be seen from Figure 5, the proposed strategy
involves three elements: calculation of adaptive control gains,
road pro	le estimation, and hybrid suspension control. �e
functions and relationship between these three elements may
be described as follows.

Adaptive gain calculation utilises the analytical expres-
sions shown in Section 3 to calculate the damping coe
cients
combination [�sky, �grd] for di�erent road levels utilising the
MOOP described in Section 4.�e results are then stored for
control force calculation.

Road pro	le estimation corresponds to Section 5. �is
involves estimation of the road pro	le in the time domain
by utilising the inverse ANFIS model, with the results of a
wavelet transform for the estimated road unevenness �̂	 being
applied for classi	cation. �e obtained road level is then sent
to the hybrid control stage.
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Table 2: Parameters of quarter vehicle.

�b Sprung mass 256 kg

�w Unsprung mass 30 kg

!t Tyre spring sti�ness 186000N/m

!s Suspension spring sti�ness 22000N/m

�p Passive damping coe
cient 1100Ns/m

�sky Skyhook damping coe
cient range 500–5000Ns/m

�grd Ground damping coe
cient range 500–5000Ns/m

�t Tyre damping coe
cient 0Ns/m

�min Hybrid minimum damping coe
cient 200Ns/m

�e hybrid suspension control stage corresponds to
Section 3. �e ideal control force is calculated according to
the road level and control gain, and this ideal control force ��
must then be compared with the limitation of the damping

force, that is, the saturation. �e actual control force �output

�
derived from this is next applied in the quarter vehiclemodel.
�e responses of the model [�̈�, �̈�] are used to observe the
unknown variables, and the observed variables are applied in
the inverse ANFISmodel and control force calculation blocks
for estimating the road pro	le and calculating the control
force, respectively.

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
control strategy and road classi	cation method, a random
road pro	le is generated, and its performance is compared
with a passive suspension system. For the sake of comparison
and analysis, unless otherwise stated, the velocity is taken as
40 km/h and the sample frequency is 1000Hz.

�e parameters of the passive quarter vehicle model are
given in Table 2.

A simple calculation reveals that the natural frequency of
the sprung mass is 91 = 1.47Hz, the natural frequency of
the unsprung mass is 92 = 13.25Hz, and the damping ratio
for passive system is W = 0.23. �ese parameters con	rm the
validity of the referenced passive quarter model.

Since all the Pareto optimal solutions in Figure 3 are
assumed to be equal (as stated in Section 4), the next step
is to choose control weights for the di�erent road levels,
with the choice of control weights directly determining the
damping coe
cients of the hybrid control. �e choice of
control weights is subjective; however, an e�ective general
principle upon which this choice may be based is as follows:
as stated in the introduction part, the road handling can
be interpreted as the force between tyre and road surface.
Since higher road level means higher input energy, which
will lead to higher tyre force variation, we need to assign
greater weighting to road handling aspect for worse roads to
obtain better braking and steering ability; as for good roads,
however, a larger weighting of ride comfort is desirable in
order to enhance passenger experience. Under this principle,
the control weights and corresponding damping coe
cients
are presented in Table 3. In order to save time and increase
e
ciency, the damping coe
cients for di�erent road level can
be precalculated and saved in the controller.

�e road excitation used for the simulation is shown in
Figure 6(a).

Table 3: Control weights and damping coe
cients for di�erent road
levels.

Road level Weights [�acc, �tire] [�sky, �grd]
Very good (A, B) [0.8, 0.2] [3720, 620]
Good (C, D) [0.6, 0.4] [3265, 950]
Poor (E, F) [0.4, 0.6] [3030, 1390]
Very poor (G, H) [0.2, 0.8] [2750, 1680]
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Figure 6: Input road pro	le and its estimation. (a) Road excitation
in time domain, (b) comparison for actual input and estimated road
pro	le.

It can be seen that the road pro	le is composed of 	ve
di�erent road levels: levels B, D, E, F, and C, in successive
order. For the purpose of analysis, two assumptions are
applied here:

(1) During the driving process, the velocity of the vehicle
remains unchanged.
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(2) �e road level remains unchanged within every 20
seconds.

With the proposed road pro	le estimation method and
the variables estimated with the Kalmanmethod as described
in Sections 5 and 6, the road pro	le can be estimated across
the time domain.�e results of this are shown in Figure 6(b).
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposedmethod,
the index namedAPE (Average Percent Error) is utilised [44]:

APE = 1

R
�∑
�=1

|Y (Z) − \ (Z)|
|Y (Z)| × 100%, (29)

where R is the amount of data and Y(Z) and \(Z) are the Zth
actual output and calculated output values, respectively.

�e results show that the proposed inversed ANFIS
model can estimate the road pro	le with a relatively high
degree of precision and that APE increases as road level
quality decreases. Higher input amplitudes are associated
with larger estimation errors, and for the road input level
F, the APE value reaches 104.3%, much higher than that for
the other levels. �is phenomenon can be interpreted as a
result of the excitation amplitude reaching or even exceeding
0.25m, which is the maximum amplitude of the training
white noise signal, which would lead to the appearance
of large local errors, increasing the average APE of the
whole time period. �is is why the training signal must
be comprehensive, covering the entire time and frequency
domain.

Utilising the classi	cation method proposed in Section 5,
the road classi	cation results are presented below. �e result
of wavelet transform is shown in Figure 7, and the original
and estimated road classi	cation results are compared in
Figure 8.

Figure 7 clearly shows the changes in amplitude across
di�erent road levels. Compared to the original road pro	les
shown in Figure 6(a), Figure 8 shows that the high frequency
section is in the dominant position, facilitating the use of a
high frequency based classi	cation method.

In Figure 8, we calculate and compare the RMS of both
the actual and the estimated road pro	les, and the calculation
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Figure 8: Classi	cation of road pro	le with detail components.

interval is chosen to be 500ms. It should be noted that
the choice of calculation interval is arbitrary; in this paper,
500ms is su
cient to satisfy the real-time requirement since
we assume that the road level will not frequently change
within very short time interval, which also correspond to
our basic knowledge. In this case, there are 40 points for
each level and 200 points in total for the whole time period.
�e solid triangles represent the RMS of the estimated road
and the circles represent the RMS of the actual input road,
while the long dashes and short dashes represent the standard
and lower bounds, respectively, for each road level. Although
some errors are apparent during the estimation process, as
shown in Figure 6(b), the RMS of the estimated roads is
still located within the same range as the correct road level,
meaning that accuracy requirements are satis	ed. It can also
be seen that the estimated RMS converges quite rapidly to 	t
new road levels, meaning that the delays in the classi	cation
procedure are negligible with an interval of 500ms. �is
demonstrates that the proposed method meets real-time
requirements. It should be noted that the average RMS values
and lower limits for the di�erent road levels are just points of
reference used for classi	cation purposes. In order to derive
the reference points, each road level is generated 100 seconds
in advance, and the RMS values are calculated utilising the
detail part of signal for every 500ms.�e standard and lower
limit values (reference points) are the mean values of these
200 points.

A�er road level classi	cation, the damping coe
cients
can be altered adaptively according to the road level and
the control weights combinations shown in Table 3. In order
to evaluate the performance of the proposed hybrid control
algorithm, both ride comfort and road handling (the acceler-
ation of sprungmass and the tyre force, resp.) are compared in
time and frequency domain, with the results shown in Table 4
and Figures 9 and 10.

Table 4 shows that both sprung mass acceleration and
tyre force increase as the road level increases, in both the
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Table 4: Comparison of ride comfort and road handling.

Road
level

RMS of sprung mass
acceleration (m/s2)

RMS of tyre force (N)

Passive Semiactive Passive Semiactive

B 0.561 0.479 261.2 277.8

D 2.245 2.186 1044.5 1046.8

E 4.491 5.049 2088.9 1989.1

F 8.982 10.131 4177.9 3973.3

C 1.123 1.093 522.2 523.3
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Figure 9: Comparison of frequency responses of �̈�/�	 for di�erent
control weights.

passive and the semiactive system. From road levels from B
to F, the passive system’s RMS of sprung mass acceleration
increases from 0.561m/s2 to 8.982m/s2, while the value of
the semiactive systemchanges from0.479m/s2 to 10.131m/s2.
�is shows that the semiactive suspension system with the
proposed algorithm can better isolate the vibration for the
sprung mass on good road conditions; however, for poor
road excitation, the ride comfort performance degrades. In
terms of road handling, the tyre force RMS for the passive
system increases from 261.2N to 4177.9N, while that of the
semiactive system varies from 277.8N to 3973.3N, which
may be interpreted as demonstrating better road handling
performance for poor roads and worse performance for good
roads.

Figure 9 shows that as the road quality becomes worse,
the acceleration response of sprung mass for both sprung
mass natural frequency (1.47Hz) and human sensitive fre-
quency range (4∼8Hz) keeps increasing. It should be noted
that all four control weights combinations can better isolate
vibration at about 1.5Hz than passive system, and only
control weights combinations for road levels A and B can
improve the ride comfort for 4∼8Hz, which result in the
degradation of RMS for road levels E and F as shown in
Table 4. Figure 10 demonstrates that, with the increasing of
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Figure 10: Comparison of frequency responses of 9�/�	 for di�er-
ent control weights.

�tire, the hybrid semiactive suspension system can e�ectually
depress the response around unsprung mass natural fre-
quency for “poor” and “very poor” road conditions; however,
the response of these two control weights combinations for
4∼8Hz is worse than that of passive system, leading to the
smaller improvement of road handling for “E” and “F” levels.

From the above discussion, we can see that, with the
degradation of road quality, the semiactive suspension system
with the hybrid control algorithm changes from being ride
comfort oriented to being road handling oriented. According
to the results shown in Table 3, it can be seen that as the
weighting given to road handling increases the damping
coe
cient of �sky will decrease while that of �grd will increase.
�is corresponds to the basic operation of vibration control:
by increasing the damping coe
cient, the vibration of the
connected mass can be reduced.

It should also be noted that, with changes of the road
level, the improvement in road handling is relatively smaller
than that of ride comfort. �is may be interpreted as follows:
although the groundhook control strategy involves setting an
imaginary inertial reference and installing the correspond-
ing damping between the unsprung mass and the inertial
reference, as shown in Figure 1(a), the simulation results
reveal that the velocity of the road pro	le is much larger
than the velocity of the unsprung mass, which means that
the unsprung mass is a�ected by both road input and the
suspension system. In this case, the in�uence of the road
pro	le velocity cannot be ignored. It should similarly be
noted that for the skyhook control, the sprung mass is only
a�ected by the suspension system. In this case, in order to
better eliminate the in�uence of the road input, one possible
solution is to alter the groundhook force expression from�grd = �grd�̇� to �grd = �grd(�̇� − �̇	). �e simulation results
however show that, although this method can considerably
improve road handling, the changes in damping force will
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also in�uence the sprung mass, signi	cantly increasing the
acceleration of the sprung mass. In this case, the proposed
method may prove more suitable.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, an adaptive semiactive suspension system
control strategy based on road pro	le estimation is proposed.
Analytical expressions for ride comfort, road handling, and
rattle space with respect to road conditions are derived,
in order to depict the system’s response to random road
excitation. �e choice of control gains [�sky, �grd] for di�erent
road levels is then transformed into a MOOP, and NSGA-
II is applied to solve this problem. A new road pro	le
estimation method is moreover proposed to accompany the
hybrid control strategy, which estimates the road pro	le
in the time domain utilising an inverse ANFIS model and
further applies wavelet transforms to calculate the input road
level. A specially designed road pro	le with 	ve di�erent
levels is utilised to verify the proposed control and road
estimationmethods, and a Kalman 	lter is applied to observe
the unknown system states.�e simulation results reveal that
the proposed road estimation method can accurately and
rapidly identify the road level, and based on the estimated
road level, the hybrid control strategy can adaptively alter
the control gains to suit di�erent road levels. Due to the
interactions of the damping force for the sprungmass and the
unsprung mass, ride comfort and road handling cannot both
be improved simultaneously.

�emain contributions of this paper are as follows: 	rstly,
to solve the problem of choice of damping coe
cients for
hybrid control, the analytical expressions for ride comfort,
road handling, and rattle space are presented and corre-
sponding damping coe
cients are calculated by NSGA-II.
Secondly, a new road level classi	cationmethod is developed,
which can be widely used for randomly pro	led roads.
Finally, suggestions are made regarding how to e�ectively
select control gains for the semiactive suspension system and
their interaction with road estimation.

Further research may proceed in the following aspects:

(1) As the control strategy presented here is derived
based on a quarter vehicle model, when applied to
a full vehicle model, the in�uence of the proposed
control strategy on pitch and roll angle for this control
strategy requires further study.

(2) As can be seen from Section 3, the suspension system
is modelled linearly. It is generally accepted however
that actual vehicle suspension systems are typically
nonlinear, displaying variance over time. To account
for this, theKalman	lter could bemodi	ed to anEKF
(Extended Kalman Filter) in future work. It should
be noted that the proposed method of road pro	le
estimation can however be used for nonlinear systems
only if the training signal is comprehensive.

(3) Since the proposed method is based only on theoret-
ical analysis and validation via simulation, an actual
bench test for the quarter vehicle model is needed in
the future to validate the proposed control strategy.

(4) �e control frequency is 1000Hz in this paper, and
since the delay of realistic controllable damper might
be larger than this control interval, that is, 1ms, to
realize hybrid control in real suspension system, we
will conduct some experiments to investigate the
in�uence of control frequency and control delay in the
near future.
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